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ABSTRACT:
A river is presented by series arcs which are spatially end in end in a river geographic database traditionally. In order to better use the
data, the main content of the paper is presenting the method of how to make the separated series arcs that present the same river
(river entity) into a whole entity format. The main process includes the followings. Firstly we gain the name and code information of
1:1000000 main river data by matching the river data between 1:250000 and 1:1000000 database. Secondly we calculate the
STRAHLER-rank(order) of each river arc according the Strahler rules except those whose rank are higher than 5 or those who have
names. Based on foregoing work we have finally carried out the task that each river has one and only identity code. The paper also
shows the advantage of using the result mentioned above.
1. INTRODUCTION

way is taking the major rivers in the nationwide as target for
encoding, referencing "Chinese mountain stream data map" of
more than 1600 rivers, based on the reference watershed map
and related information, General considering the drainage area,
river length, flow, shipping Level, as well as the importance of
the density, the rivers are divided into six grades (the sixth rank
is the rivers that have the name but no classification property).
The rank and name information are respectively stored in the
field of CODE and NAME. The others are all unclassified.

A river, road or other linear geographic entity is usually
presented by series arcs which are spatially end in end in our
NSDI geographic database traditionally. From these data, we
can not know which of those arcs compose a geographic entity,
except additional specific property information.
As for river data in our NSDI geographic database, a river may
be divided into the river sections (several of arcs). If the user
wants to use the river data, he can only operate these geometric
objects but not the river-entities.

So first we use the 1:250000 river data in NSDI to tell apart the
rivers of the 1:1000000 which have CODE or NAME, thus, the
up sixth level rivers are tolled apart, and then take certain
method to proceeding classification calculation. Based on the
classification result, we can identify each the river entity. We
use the 1:250000 river data in NSDI to tell apart the river of the
1:1000000 which order is above rank 5 or which has name.

Some data model such as National hydrological data of the
United States has been set up the natural flow of water model,
and can be used for water network traffic analysis, overlapped
other relevant information, geo-positioning, while at the same
time for the production of a variety of different types of maps
and data provide the basic data update.

Taking into account that up sixth level rivers have been
classified with the name or rank code， in order to uniform
standards, we only take the no-rank rivers as the deposing and
constructing entity objects.

Therefore, we hope to improve the way of presenting the river
entities in order to describe them much suitable for application,
and thus it is more convenience for the users, and facilitates
analysis of the data mining applications and consistency
updating, etc.

From the existing Data, the required work is: the matching of
the river, computing STRAHLER-rank of non-hierarchical
river lines, and finally carries out river computing entity.

The main content of the paper is presenting the method of how
to make the separated series arcs that present the same river
(river entity) into a whole entity format.

The main processes and technology are presented as following.
2.1 river matching

2. THE KEY TECHNOLOGY OF BUILDING THE
RIVER ENTITIES DATA

Because the same river has the fixed spatial location,
even it is in different database, the spatial location is fixed, so
according the spatial location relationship information we can
match the same river in different database.

Currently, the 1:1000000 river data of National Foundation
Geographic Information Database does not have a Name or
Rank coding attribute, yet. The attribute has only GEO_CODE,
which defines the type information of river, such as double line
river, seasonal line river etc.

Here the purpose of spatial location matching is to identify the
rivers in 1:1000000 database whose corresponding data in the
1:250000 database, which have the name and code.

The 1:250000 river data has classification attribute (in a larger
scale database also has the river classification). The classifying
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the identity classification attribute of the river, and then use
spatial location matching method to obtain the corresponding
river attribute information in the 1:1000000 data.
Because 1:1000000 data stored as latitude and longitude form
in the database, and in the process of location matching we will
compare the length of the river, so it must first be converted to
projection data. The mathematics base is LAMBERT
projection, reference ellipsoid is Krasovsky ellipsoid, and the
length unit is meter; the projection parameters adapt the
uniform national projection parameters.

Figure 1.
Figure 2
Figure 1. the chart of the STRAHLER rule
Figure 2. the computing result based on STRAHLER rule

Through spatial location matching, we get name and code
attributes of rivers in 1:1000000 database.

To get right STRAHLER rank need the river has right direction
flow, otherwise there will be a miscalculation. By inspection
we found unreasonable classification because of the wrong
river direction flow, and we have custom a river flow flip tools
to correct its flow, at the same time to correct its STRAHLER
rank.

Fore-and-aft river matching, the river attributes can be seen in
the table as follows.

STRAHLER rule classification method is most suitable for tree
shape rivers classification; the calculated results show that the
western region of country the tree shape rivers classification
well, but for the mesh river it is not so effective, so this part
should customize interactive tools, the use of human-computer
interaction approach to achieve classification.
The determinations of river entities are based on the calculation
result of STRAHLER rank.
Table 1.

the attribute of the one of 1:1000000 river data

2.3 Entity of the river
Entity of the river is that the same river has the only marked
value in identify property field, and for the same river this field
are given the same value. In this time the identify property item
field named "FeatureId". Different rivers their “FeatureId”
have different values.

Table 2.

Before computing river entities it must be thought about the
problems because of the reasonable presence of pseudo-node.
Here mainly exist two situations: first, two lines connected to
the river, but the different part has a different property, such as
reservoirs or ditch, two above of different property arcs, we
would not remove different property as cost to delete the
pseudo-node and append two river line; the second, a number
of tiles append, the edge of the maps has pseudo-nodes. In
order to ensure entities of data have consistency before and
after calculation, and can link with the resource river database,
we don’t deal with pseudo-node; it’s also can reduce the
workload.

the attribute of the 1:1000000 river data after
matching with the 1:250000

The fields attribute in the tables：Fnode、Tnode、Length、
Geo_code、Hydc、Name Describe Respectively the start node,
the end node, length, the classify code, river code, river name
From the two tables we can see, the rivers which are upgrade 6
have got rank-code and name, and for those who have no rank
we take the STRAHLER rule to compute their ranks.

In accordance with the Entities method, the arcs whose
STRAHLER rank is 1 need pseudo-node treatment. Get the
FeaturedID of the headstream of the river; call the down flow
whose STRAHLER rank is also 1 the same FeaturedID value
as that of the headstream. Add up the length of the river that
has the same FeaturedID value, take this length as the total
length of the river. The total length will take a reference to
determine which the main headstream of the river is when there
are more than two headstreams.

2.2 Computing the STRAHLER rank of the rivers
The basic idea of the STRAHLER rule is that all primary rivers
are set to level 1, while the river level for the next assignment,
it must be when two or more than two intersecting arcs who are
of the same grade level , the STRAHLER level of the lower
reaches of the river arc are for the current level add level 1;
otherwise rivers such as the intersection of the arcs are not the
same , the STRAHLER level of the lower reaches will get from
the highest STRAHLER level of the intersection arcs.

The first steps of the Entities calculation are starting from arcs
whose STRAHLER rank is 2. According to the STRAHLER
rules, the upper flow of the river whose STRAHLER rank is 2,
that mean two situation: the existence of two or more rivers at
the headstream or have one river whose STRAHLER rank is 2,
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also can with some river whose STRAHLER rank is 1.
Compare the length of the source of the river, and achieved the
greatest length river as the headstream of the river, call the
river’s FeaturedID attribute value as that of the headstream’.
Add up the length of the river to the total length. Stop when the
entire river whose STRAHLER rank is 2 has finished
computing. And then computing from arcs whose STRAHLER
rank is 3; repeat the above steps until all the rivers in the
calculation of the end line entity.
C

Generally speaking, the higher rank upstream, the longer the
river length. Thus higher rank of the river line direction is the
mainstream of the river; there is also the situation that the lower
rank of the river line direction is the mainstream of the river
direction.

D

Figure 3. the multi-scale display of the entity river
A shows all the river
B shows the river whose length longer than10km
C shows the river whose length longer than20k m
D shows the river whose length longer than30km

3. THE RESULTS AND APPLICATION

4. CONCLUSIONS

Through the above-mentioned work, the main river data
nationwide have all entities. Finally the results are every river
has its only marked. Some rivers of the results of entities as
follows, according to its label can be a variety of analysis, such
as geographic analysis, statistical computing, and so on.

Ways of river entities mentioned above can be applied to other
types of medium and large-scale of water entities. Now in
NSDI data the following six rivers have not classification
coding, we can use this method of classification and entities,
and then encoded according to the actual situation formulate
the rules, so that water data gradually transfer into a
database-oriented entities database, analytical applications and
user-friendly.
Through the practical, we believe that the research of entity
data can improve and effective application of NSDI data in the
national economy, optimize the database, and fit for sharing
and consistency updating of multiple spatial databases, but also
for the future establishment of a comprehensive entity-oriented
geographic database lays a good foundation.
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